Somebody Stepped On Board
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse 1
MY SHIP WAS TOSSED ABOUT
ON DARK AND TROUBLED WATERS
THE WIND HAD BLOWN MY VESSEL FAR FROM THE SHORE
AND JUST WHEN IT SEEMED I WOULD SINK IN DESPAIR
WHEN MY SHIP WAS GOIN’ DOWN
SOMEBODY STEPPED ON BOARD

Chorus
WHEN HE STRETCHED FORTH HIS HAND
YOU COULD PLAINLY SEE THE NAIL PRINTS
WHEN HE SPOKE TO THE WAVES THE SEA FELL ASLEEP
YOU COULD SEE HIS WOUNDED BROW
AS HE NODDED TO THE WILD WIND
WHISPERIN’ GO AWAY THE STORM NOW, MMM HMM
SETTLE DOWN LITTLE WHITE CAPS, MMM HMM
DRIVE AWAY THE DARK CLOUDS
BRING ON A LITTLE SUNSHINE
AND CALM THE MIGHTY DEEP

Verse 2
OH HIS HAIR WAS WHITE AS WOOL
HIS PIERCING EYES LOOKED UPWARD
AHH THERE WAS NO DOUBT THE CAPTAIN HAD CONTROL
HE THREW OUT THE LIFELINE AND RESCUED MY SOUL
WHEN MY SHIP WAS GOIN’ DOWN (DONT’CHA KNOW NOW)
SOMEBODY STEPPED ON BOARD

Repeat Chorus

Tag
WHISPERIN’ GO AWAY THE STORM NOW, MMM HMM
SETTLE DOWN LITTLE WHITE CAPS, MMM HMM
DRIVE AWAY THE DARK CLOUDS
BRING ON THE SUNSHINE
AND CALM THE MIGHTY DEEP ...
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